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A GENERALIZATION OF NBC BASES TO BROKEN CIRCUIT COMPLEXES
OF MATROIDS
ANDRI EGILSSON AND MARTINA KUBITZKE
Abstract. Brown has shown that the Stanley-Reisner ring of the broken circuit complex of a
graph has a linear system of parameters which is defined in terms of the circuits and cocircuits
of the graph. Later on Brown and Sagan conjectured a special set of monomials – a so-called
NBC basis – described in terms of the circuits and cocircuits of the graph to be a monomial basis
for the corresponding quotient of the Stanley-Reisner ring and proved this to be true for theta
and phi graphs. We generalize the aforementioned linear system of parameters to broken circuit
complexes of regular matroids and transfer the notion of NBC bases to the general setting of
regular matroids. We are able to obtain the analogous results to the ones of Brown and Sagan in
this more general context. We show a deletion-contraction axiom for the existence of NBC bases.
Using this results we identify two infinite classes of matroids which have NBC bases and which
are the matroid theoretic analogue of theta and phi graphs.
1. Introduction
The main interest of this paper lies in the study of linear systems of parameters (l.s.o.p. for short)
for the Stanley-Reisner ring of the broken circuit complex of a regular matroid as well as on the
study of monomial bases for the quotient of the Stanley-Reisner ring with this particular l.s.o.p. The
motivation originates from work of Brown, Colbourn, Sagan and Wagner [Bro98, BCW96, BS09].
In [Bro98] and [BCW96] Brown and Brown, Colbourn and Wagner, respectively, construct a special
l.s.o.p. for the Stanley-Reisner ring of the broken circuit complex (NBC complex for short) and the
cographic matroid of a graph, respectively. This l.s.o.p. has a description in terms of the circuits
and cocircuits of the underlying graph. Built up on those results Brown and Sagan define in [BS09]
a distinguished set of monomials in the Stanley-Reisner ring of the NBC complex of a graph which
is given in terms of the circuits and cocircuits of the underlying graph. They say that a graph has an
NBC basis if this particular set is a monomial basis for the quotient of the Stanley-Reisner ring of
the broken circuit complex with the l.s.o.p. from [Bro98]. They prove that under certain conditions
on the graph this one has an NBC basis if its deletion and contraction in an edge have this property.
Using this result they identify two classes of graphs – so-called phi and theta graphs – admitting
NBC bases. Our work is inspired by their suggestion to try to generalize their constructions to
representable matroids.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we recall some theory about simplicial complexes
and matroids. Here, we focus on the broken circuit complex ∆BC(M) of a matroid M as well as on
the class of regular matroids.
In Section 3 it is shown that the construction of the l.s.o.p. for the NBC complex of a graph also
works in the more general setting of NBC complexes of regular matroids. In order to get this result
we first need to introduce the (fundamental) circuit and cocircuit incidence matrices of a matroid
and transfer some results for the corresponding matrices for graphs to our setting. In Proposition 7
the rank of those matrices is computed and Theorem 8 provides a criterion for certain submatrices of
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a particularly signed cocircuit matrix of the matroid to be non-singular. Those results together with
a characterization of l.s.o.p.s for matroids, stated in Corollary 10, enable us to prove that the NBC,
as well as the independence complex, of a regular matroid have a special l.s.o.p. which is given in
terms of its circuits and cocircuits (see Theorem 11), thereby generalizing the aforementioned result
of [Bro98].
In Section 4 we try to find monomial bases for the quotient of the Stanley-Reisner ring of the NBC
complex with the l.s.o.p. defined in Section 3. Following [BS09] we introduce the definition of an
NBC basis, see Definition 1 within this section. Theorem 16 which is the main result of this section
provides a deletion-contraction axiom for the existence of NBC bases. This result is the matroid-
theoretic analogue of Theorem 3.2 in [BS09].
In the last part of this paper, i.e., in Section 5, we are seeking for classes of matroids which admit
NBC bases. We are able to identify two such classes, both being parallel connections of certain
uniform matroids. The first class are iterated parallel connections of uniform matroids of rank
ni − 1 on an ni-element set with respect to a single basepoint, see Theorem 20. Those matroids
are the analogue of the phi graphs considered in [BS09, Theorem 4.2]. In Theorem 21 we prove the
existence of NBC bases for iterated parallel connections with respect to different basepoints, thereby
generalizing Theorem 4.4 in [BS09] for theta graphs. We conclude this section with some examples
and a brief discussion about which classes of matroids might possess NBC bases.
2. Background
2.1. Simplicial complexes. We use [n] to denote the set {1, . . . , n} and k to denote an arbitrary
field. A simplicial complex ∆ on vertex set [n] is a collection of subsets of 2[n] such that ∅ ∈ ∆
and F ∈ ∆ and G ⊆ F implies that G ∈ ∆. The elements of ∆ are called faces and the dimension
of a face is its cardinality minus 1. The dimension of ∆ is the maximal dimension of its faces.
Throughout this paper we use d − 1 to denote the dimension of a simplicial complex. We call a
simplicial complex pure if its maximal faces – also referred to as facets – are of the same dimension.
It is common to associate to a simplicial complex its so-called f -vector f∆ = (f∆−1, f
∆
0 , . . . , f
∆
d−1),
where
f∆i = |{F ∈ ∆ | dimF = i}|.
Instead of considering the f -vector of a simplicial complex it is sometimes more convenient to look
at its h-vector h∆ = (h∆0 , h
∆
1 , . . . , h
∆
d ) which is defined by:
d∑
i=0
h∆i t
i =
d∑
i=0
f∆i−1t
i(1− t)d−i.
The polynomial h∆(t) =
∑d
i=0 h
∆
i t
d−i is referred to as the h-polynomial of ∆. An algebraic object
closely linked to a simplicial complex ∆ which carries the same enumerative information is the
Stanley-Reisner ring k[∆]. More precisely, k[∆] = k[x1, . . . , xn]/I∆ where the Stanley-Reisner ideal
I∆ is the ideal in k[x1, . . . , xn] generated by the (minimal) non-faces of ∆, i.e.,
I∆ =
〈∏
i∈F
xi | F /∈ ∆
〉
.
It is widely used that the Stanley-Reisner ring and the h-vector of a simplicial complex are related
in the following way, see e.g., [BH98, Theorem 5.1.7].
Theorem 1. Let ∆ be a (d − 1)-dimensional simplicial complex and let h∆ = (h∆0 , h
∆
1 , . . . , h
∆
d ) be
its h-vector. Let further Hilb(k[∆], t) denote the Hilbert series of k[∆]. Then
Hilb(k[∆], t) =
h∆0 + h
∆
1 t+ · · ·+ h
∆
d t
d
(1− t)d
. (1)
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In a considerable part of this paper we will explore and construct linear systems of parameters for
special classes of simplicial complexes. Recall that a linear system of parameters for k[∆] (l.s.o.p.
for short) is a set Θ = {θ1, . . . , θd} of linear forms in k[∆] such that k[∆] is a finitely generated
k[θ1, . . . , θd]−module. (Note that we have dim k[∆] = d.)
If k is infinite such a system exists, see e.g., [Sta96, Lemma 5.2] and assuming Cohen-Macaulayness
of ∆ over k assures that
Hilb(k[∆]/Θ, t) = h∆0 + h
∆
1 t+ · · ·+ h
∆
d t
d,
see e.g., [BH98, Remark 4.1.11].
2.2. Matroid terminology. In this section we review some theory about matroids, see e.g.,[Oxl92]
for more details.
A matroid M is an ordered pair (E(M), I(M)) consisting of a finite set E(M) and a collection I(M)
of subsets of E(M) satisfying the following two conditions:
(i) I(M) is a simplicial complex on ground set E(M), called independence complex.
(ii) If I1, I2 ∈ I(M) and |I1| < |I2|, then there exists e ∈ (I2 \ I1) such that (I1 ∪ {e}) ∈ I(M).
E(M) is called the ground set of M . Subsets of E(M) are called independent if they lie in I(M)
and dependent otherwise. If no confusion can occur we will often suppress M from our notations
and simply write E and I for E(M) and I(M), respectively.
A minimal dependent set in a matroid M is called a circuit of M and we use C(M) to denote the
set of circuits of M . In particular, a circuit of cardinality 1 is called a loop. Similarly, the maximal
independent sets of M are called the bases of M and the set of bases of M is denoted by B(M).
Note that either of the sets I(M), C(M) and B(M) determines the matroid.
A widely studied subcomplex of the independence complex of a matroid M is the so-called bro-
ken circuit complex of M , see e.g., [Swa03], Chapter 7 by Bjo¨rner in [Whi92] and [Bry77]. It is
constructed in the following way:
First endow the ground set of M with a linear ordering, i.e., assume that E(M) = {e1 < · · · < en}.
From each circuit C ∈ C(M) remove its minimal element. This yields the so-called broken circuit
C = C \ {minC}. Note that different circuits may produce the same broken circuit. Finally, the
broken circuit complex of M (NBC complex for short) is
∆BC(M) = {F ⊆ E(M) | F does not contain a broken circuit of M}.
Even though this definition depends on the chosen ordering of E(M) the face numbers of this
simplicial complex do not, see Section 7 in [Whi92]. It is easy to check that ∆BC(M) is indeed a
pure simplicial complex whose facets are the bases of M which do not contain a broken circuit. In
particular ∆BC(M) is a subcomplex of I(M) of the same dimension. Easier than to describe the
faces of ∆BC(M) is to find an expression for its Stanley-Reisner ideal:
I∆BC(M) =
〈∏
i∈C
xi
∣∣∣ C ∈ C(M)〉 .
As for many combinatorial objects there exists a notion of duality one can define the dual of a
matroid, likewise. More precisely, given a matroid M = (E(M), I(M)) we set
B∗(M) = {E(M) \B | B ∈ B(M)}
It can be shown that B∗(M) is the set of bases of a matroidM∗ on ground set E(M), the dual matroid
ofM . Circuits, loops, independent sets and bases ofM∗ are called cocircuits, coloops, coindependent
sets and cobases of M , respectively. For our considerations, the circuits and cocircuits of M are
the crucial objects. In the following we therefore evolve a bit deeper into the subject of circuits,
cocircuits and relations between those two classes of objects.
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Let us first fix a particular basis B ∈ B(M). If e ∈ E(M) \B it can be verified that the set B ∪ {e}
contains a unique circuit which contains e, see e.g., [Oxl92, Proposition 1.1.6]. We call this circuit
the fundamental circuit of e with respect to B and denote it by ci(B, e). Similarly, if b ∈ B then
there exists a unique cocircuit ofM contained in (E(M)\B)∪{b} which contains b. This cocircuit is
called the fundamental cocircuit of b with respect to B and is denoted by coc(B, b). The fundamental
circuits and cocircuits of M with respect to a basis B are related in the following way.
Lemma 2. [Whi92, Lemma 7.3.1] Let M = (E(M), I(M)) be a matroid and let B be a basis of M .
Let further e /∈ B and b ∈ B be two elements of the matroid. Then
b ∈ ci(B, e) ⇔ e ∈ coc(B, b).
We will intensively make use of this connection between fundamental circuits and cocircuits. The
following proposition provides another characterization of cocircuits which is sometimes easier to
apply.
Proposition 3. [Oxl92, Proposition 2.1.16] Let M = (E(M), I(M)) be a matroid. Then the cocir-
cuits of M are the minimal subsets of E(M) intersecting any basis of M non-trivially.
Our work focuses on representable matroids. Assume that A is an (m× n)-matrix with entries in k
and let E be its set of column labels. Consider all subsets of E such that the corresponding columns
of A are linearly independent over k and let I be the collection of those sets. It is easy to see that
M [A] = (E, I) is a matroid, see [Oxl92, Proposition 1.1.1]. In general, a matroid M is said to be
representable over k if and only if M is isomorphic to some M [A] for some matrix A over k. I.e.,
there exist a matrix A = (aij) ∈ km×n and a map
Φ : E(M)→ km
ei 7→
 a1i...
ami

such that I ∈ I(M) if and only if Φ(I) is a linearly independent set of columns over k. The map Φ
is called a representation of M over k. If a matroid M can be represented by a matrix whose square
submatrices all have determinant −1, 0 or 1 then it is called a regular. Several other characterizations
of regular matroids are known.
Proposition 4. [Oxl92, Theorem 6.6.3] Let M be a matroid. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) M is regular.
(ii) M is representable over every field.
(iii) M is representable over F2, the 2-element field, and over another field k with char(k) 6= 2.
More background on matroids can be found in [Oxl92].
3. Special linear systems of parameters for regular matroids
The aim of this section is to construct a l.s.o.p. for the Stanley-Reisner ring of the independence as
well as the NBC complex of a regular matroid which can be described in terms of the circuits and
cocircuits of the matroid. The given construction is a generalization of the l.s.o.p. given in [BCW96]
and [Bro98] for cographic matroids and graphic matroids as well as for NBC complexes of graphs,
respectively. The ideas for the proof are inspired by their ideas and the main task is to translate
results from graph theory into the language of matroids and to prove their analogues in this context.
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We first introduce the notion of 2-connected matroids and briefly explain why we can restrict our-
selves to the consideration of this special class when searching l.s.o.p.s.
3.1. Restriction to 2-connected matroids. 2-connectedness for matroids can be considered the
matroid-theoretical analogue of connectedness for graphs. For a matroid M = (E(M), I(M)) and
e ∈ E(M) we set
C(e) := {e} ∪ {f ∈ E(M) | M has a circuit containing both, e and f}.
Then one can write E(M) =
⋃r
i=1 C(ei) for elements e1, . . . , er ∈ E(M). If there exists a single
e ∈ E(M) such that C(e) = E(M) we call M 2-connected and in this situation each element of the
ground set has the required property. Otherwise, M is disconnected and C(e1), . . . , C(er) are the
connected components of M . It is straightforward to show that the latter ones are pairwise disjoint
which implies that the NBC complex of M equals the join of the NBC of its connected components
M1, . . . ,Mr, i.e.,
∆BC(M) = ∗
r
i=1∆BC(Mi). (2)
Thus for the Stanley-Reisner rings it holds that
k[∆BC(M)] = k[∆BC(M1)]⊗k · · · ⊗k k[∆BC(Mr)].
If Θi is a l.s.o.p. for k[∆BC(Mi)] for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, then
k[∆BC(M)]/ (Θ1 ·∪ · · · ·∪Θr) ∼= k[∆BC(M1)]/Θ1 ⊗k · · · ⊗k k[∆BC(Mr)]/Θr
which shows that Θ1 ·∪ · · · ·∪Θr is an l.s.o.p. for ∆BC(M). When constructing an l.s.o.p. for the NBC
complex of M it is therefore enough to consider its 2-connected components.
3.2. The circuit and cocircuit incidence matrix of a matroid. It is common to associate to
a given graph its circuit and cocircuit incidence matrices – their entries essentially indicating if a
certain edge lies in a particular circuit and cocircuit, respectively. To proceed one step further, the
graph is usually assigned an overall orientation and accessorily each of its circuits and cocircuits is
directed separately. Given those orientations one signs the entries of the incidence matrices with +1
or −1 depending on whether the overall orientation of an edge and its orientation in a particular
circuit and cocircuit coincide or whether they do not. Assuming the same column labelling the
rows of the two incidence matrices can be shown to be orthogonal to each other, see e.g., [TS92,
Theorem 6.6]. We will refer to this property as the orthogonal property. Mimicking the described
construction for matroids yields the following definitions. Consider a rank r matroid M on ground
set E(M) = {e1, . . . , en} and let B be a basis of M . Label the fundamental circuits of M w.r.t. B
with C1, . . . , Cn−r. The remaining circuits of M are labelled with Cn−r+1, . . . , Cm. Let now AM (C)
be an (m × n)-matrix whose rows and columns are indexed with the circuits C1, . . . , Cm and the
elements e1, . . . , en of M , respectively. The entry a
M
ij is defined by
aMij =
{
1, if ej ∈ Ci
0, otherwise.
The matrix AM (C) is called the circuit incidence matrix of M w.r.t. B.
In order to define the cocircuit incidence matrix of M we label the fundamental cocircuits of M
w.r.t. B with C∗1 , . . . , C
∗
r and the remaining cocircuits with C
∗
r+1, . . . , C
∗
s . Let AM (C
∗) be an
(s×n)-matrix whose rows and columns are labelled with the cocircuits C∗1 , . . . , C
∗
s and the elements
e1, . . . , en, respectively. The entry a
∗
ij is defined as
a∗ij =
{
1, if ej ∈ C∗i
0, otherwise.
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The matrix AM (C∗) is called the cocircuit incidence matrix of M w.r.t. B.
Note that cocircuit and circuit incidence matrices w.r.t. different bases and orderings of E(M) differ
only in the order of their rows and columns, respectively. For simplicity we will therefore just speak
of the circuit and cocircuit incidence matrices of M without mentioning the particular basis used.
Imposing a signing on the entries of those two matrices, in general we cannot expect that – as for
graphs – the orthogonality property holds. However, if there exist signings A˜M (C) and A˜M (C∗) of
AM (C) and AM (C∗), respectively such that over R the orthogonality property holds, i.e., A˜M (C) ·
(A˜M (C∗))T = 0 then M is called signable. Here as well as in the sequel, the tilde indicates that
the matrices are signed. Signings of the circuit and cocircuit matrices such that the orthogonality
property holds over k will be called compatible signings over k. Since those signings always come
in pairs we will use the term admissible signing if we only consider a signing of one of AM (C) and
AM (C
∗) but if there exists a signing of the other matrix such that the orthogonality property holds.
The following proposition brings us back to the class of matroids considered so far, i.e., regular
matroids.
Proposition 5. [Oxl92, Proposition 13.4.5] A matroid is signable if and only if it is regular.
Remark 6. Let M be a regular matroid and let A˜M (C) and A˜M (C∗) be compatible signed circuit
and cocircuit matrices of M , respectively. If pC = (p1, . . . , pn) and qC∗ = (q1, . . . , qn) are rows of
A˜M (C) and A˜M (C∗), respectively, it holds that
pC · (qC∗)
T =
n∑
i=1
piqi = 0 (3)
Since pC , qC∗ ∈ {−1, 0, 1} there must be as many positive terms in Equation (3) as negative terms.
In particular, the number of non-zero terms in the above sum is even. Over a field of characteristic
2 each signed circuit and cocircuit matrix coincides with the corresponding unsigned matrix. By the
previous discussion, those matrices are thus compatible in this case.
Rather than being interested in the complete circuit and cocircuit matrix of M we mostly consider
submatrices which consist of the rows corresponding to the fundamental circuits and cocircuits ofM
w.r.t. a basis B. Those matrices are referred to as the fundamental circuit and cocircuit incidence
matrix w.r.t. B and denoted by ABM (C) and A
B
M (C
∗), respectively. Using compatible signings we
can determine the rank of those matrices.
Proposition 7. Let M be a regular matroid on ground set E(M) = {e1, . . . , en} of rank r. Let
B ∈ B(M) be a basis of M and let A˜M (C) and A˜M (C∗) be compatible signed circuit and cocircuit
incidence matrices of M with respect to B, respectively. Then
rank A˜BM (C) = rank A˜M (C) = n− r (4)
and
rank A˜BM (C
∗) = rank A˜M (C
∗) = r. (5)
Proof. Throughout the proof we assume that B = {en−r+1, . . . , en−1, en} and that the columns of
each of the four considered matrices are ordered according to e1, . . . , en. Furthermore, we order the
rows of A˜M (C) such as A˜BM (C) and A˜M (C
∗) such as A˜BM (C
∗) such that the ith row corresponds to
the fundamental circuit ci(B, ei) and the fundamental cocircuit coc(B, en−r+i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− r and
1 ≤ i ≤ r, respectively.
We first compute the rank of A˜BM (C) and A˜
B
M (C
∗). In the chosen orderings the first n− r columns
of A˜BM (C) are a diagonal matrix having entries +1 and −1, thus this submatrix is non-singular,
showing that rank A˜BM (C) = n− r. Similarly, the last r columns of A˜
B
M (C
∗) are a diagonal matrix
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having entries +1 and −1 in the diagonal. Thus, this submatrix is non-singular as well and therefore
A˜BM (C
∗) is of rank r.
Next we show that rank A˜M (C∗) = r. Note that being A˜BM (C
∗) a submatrix of A˜M (C∗) implies
rank A˜M (C
∗) ≥ rank A˜BM (C
∗) = r. (6)
By assumption A˜BM (C) and A˜
B
M (C
∗) have the orthogonal property. Since multiplying rows with a
non-zero scalar preserves this property, we may assume – using the above discussion – that
A˜BM (C) = [En−r,A2(C)] and A˜
B
M (C
∗) = [A1(C
∗), Er],
where Ej denotes the (j × j)-unit matrix. The orthogonality property now implies
0 = [En−r,A2(C)] ·
[
A1(C∗)T
Er
]
= En−r · A1(C
∗)T +A2(C) · Er,
i.e.,
A2(C) = −A1(C
∗)T . (7)
Let α = (α1, . . . , αn−r, αn−r+1, . . . , αn) be any row vector of A˜M (C∗). The claim follows if we show
that α can be written as a linear combination of the rows of A˜BM (C
∗). By the orthogonality property
it holds that
0 = α · (A˜BM (C))
T = (α1, . . . , αn−r, αn−r+1, . . . , αn) ·
[
En−r
A2(C)T
]
.
Using (7) we deduce that
(α1, . . . , αn−r) = −(αn−r+1, . . . , αn) · A2(C)
T
= (αn−r+1, . . . , αn) · A1(C
∗).
We now conclude that
α = (αn−r+1, . . . , αn) · [A1(C
∗), Er] = (αn−r+1, . . . , αn) · A˜
B
M (C
∗).
Thus, any row vector of A˜M (C
∗) is given as a linear combination of the rows of A˜BM (C
∗) and hence
rank A˜M (C
∗) ≤ rank A˜BM (C
∗) = r.
This finishes the proof of Equation (5). The second part of Equation (4) follows similarly. 
In the above proof the computation of the rank of the fundamental circuit and cocircuit matrices did
not use the orthogonality property. Thus, this part remains true for all signings of those matrices.
The next theorem which is very much in the flavor of Theorem 6.10. in [TS92] provides a criterion
for certain submatrices of an admissible signed cocircuit matrix of M to be non-singular.
Theorem 8. Let M be a regular matroid on ground set E(M) = {e1, . . . , en} of rank r. Let A˜M (C∗)
be an admissible signed cocircuit incidence matrix of M and let A be an (r×n)-submatrix of A˜M (C∗)
having full rank r. Then:
A square submatrix of A of size (r×r) is non-singular if and only if the elements of M corresponding
to the columns of the submatrix of A form a basis of M .
Proof. We first show the necessity part. Assume that B = {en−r+1, . . . , en} ∈ B(M) is a basis of M
and let the columns of A be labelled such that the ith column corresponds to ei. If we write
A = [A1,A2]
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– where the labels of the columns of A2 correspond to B – we need to show that A2 is non-singular.
Consider the fundamental cocircuit matrix ABM (C
∗) w.r.t. B. Since A is a submatrix of A˜M (C∗) it
follows from Proposition 7 that there exists an (r × r)-matrix D such that
A = [A1,A2] = D · A˜
B
M (C
∗). (8)
The same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 7 show that we may assume that
A˜BM (C
∗) = [A˜1(C
∗), Er].
Equation (8) now implies that
A = [A1,A2] = D · [A˜1(C
∗), Er ] = [D · A˜1(C
∗), D]
and in particular A2 = D. Since both, A and ABM (C
∗), have maximal rank, D, i.e, A2 has to be
non-singular as well. This shows the claim.
We now show the sufficiency part. Let A1 be a non-singular (r×r)-submatrix of A. Let the columns
of A be rearranged such that A = [A1,A2]. Without loss of generality let E˜ = {e1, . . . , er} be the
elements ofM corresponding to the columns of A1. We show that E˜ does not contain a circuit ofM .
Assume for the contrary that there exists a circuit C ∈ C(M) such that C ⊆ E˜. If β = (β1, . . . , βn)
is the row – labelled C – of the signed circuit incidence matrix of M , compatible with A˜M (C∗) it
must hold that βr+1 = · · · = βn = 0. The orthogonality property implies
0 = β · [A1,A2]
T
= (β1, . . . , βr) · A
T
1 + (βr+1, . . . , βn) · A
T
2
= (β1, . . . , βr) · A
T
1 .
This yields a linear dependence relation between the columns ofA1 which contradicts the assumption.
Thus, E˜ has to be an independent set of M and rank(M) = r = |E˜| implies that it is a basis. 
3.3. Linear systems of parameters for regular matroids. In Section 2.1 we have introduced
the notion of a l.s.o.p. for the Stanley-Reisner of a simplicial complex. For practical purposes it is
often easier to use the following characterization of those systems, due to Stanley [Sta79].
Proposition 9. Suppose ∆ is a (d− 1)-dimensional simplicial complex and
θ1 =
n∑
i=1
a1ixi, . . . , θd =
n∑
i=1
adixi
are homogeneous elements of degree 1 in k[∆]. Let A = (aij) ∈ kd×n and for a facet F ∈ ∆ let AF
be the (d × d)-submatrix of A whose columns correspond to the vertices of F . Then {θ1, . . . , θd} is
an l.s.o.p. for k[∆] if and only if for every facet F of ∆ the matrix AF has rank d.
For the independence complex of a matroid, Brown, Colbourn and Wagner [BCW96] reformulated
this criterion the following way.
Corollary 10. Let M = (E(M), I(M)) be a matroid of rank r and E(M) = {e1, . . . , en}. Let
θ1 =
n∑
i=1
a1ixi, . . . , θr =
n∑
i=1
arixi
be homogeneous elements of degree 1 in k[I(M)]. If the map
Φ : E(M) → kr : ei 7→ (a1i, . . . , ari)
T
is a representation of M over k then {θ1, . . . , θr} is an l.s.o.p. for k[I(M)].
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Brown, Colbourn and Wagner [BCW96] as well as Brown [Bro98] used this criterion to construct
a l.s.o.p. for cographic matroids and the independence as well as the NBC complex of a graph,
respectively. Our construction of a l.s.o.p. for the independence as well as NBC complex of a
matroid closely follows those lines and uses similar ideas.
In the sequel, we consider the following setup. Let M = (E, I) be a regular matroid of rank r. Let
B ∈ B(M) be a basis and ABM (C
∗) = (a∗ij) be an admissible signed fundamental cocircuit matrix
w.r.t. B. Assume that E = {e1, . . . , en} and B = {en−r+1, . . . , en}. Let columns and rows of
ABM (C
∗) be ordered accordingly. To each fundamental cocircuit coc(B, ej) we associate a linear form
θej =
∑
ei∈coc(B,ej)
a∗jixi (9)
in k[x1, . . . , xn]. The result analogous to Theorems 3 in [BCW96] and [Bro98] is the following.
Theorem 11. Let M = (E, I) be a regular matroid of rank r and let B ∈ B(M) be a basis. Then
the set ΘB = {θe | e ∈ B} (θe as defined in (9)) is a l.s.o.p. for k[I(M)] and k[∆BC(M)].
Proof. Throughout the proof we may assume that the matroid M is 2-connected. In Proposition
7 we had shown that rank ABM (C
∗) = r. Theorem 8 states that an (r × r)-submatrix of ABM (C
∗)
is non-singular if and only if the elements of M corresponding to the columns of this matrix are a
basis of M . But this is nothing else than to require that ABM (C
∗) is a representation of the matroid
M . Thus, by Corollary 10 it follows that ΘB is a l.s.o.p. for k[I(M)].
For the second part of the claim, note that dim∆BC(M) = dim I(M) = r−1 and observe that every
facet of ∆BC(M) is a facet of I(M). Applying Proposition 9 first to I(M) and then to ∆BC(M) we
conclude that ΘB is a l.s.o.p. for k[∆BC(M)]. 
4. Monomial bases for matroids
Throughout this section let M be a regular matroid of rank r and let B ∈ B(M) be a basis. Further,
let ΘB be the l.s.o.p. of k[∆BC(M)] defined in (9) and set k(∆BC(M)) = k[∆BC(M)]/Θ
B.
Our aim is to find a basis of this quotient ring which has a description in terms of the combinatorics
of M . After having defined a candidate for such a basis we introduce NBC bases and show a
deletion-contraction axiom for their existence. Our work is inspired by the article [BS09] of Brown
and Sagan where NBC bases for NBC complexes of graphs are defined. There it is indicated that
an analogous construction could be meaningful for regular matroids. In what follows we carry out
exactly this idea.
4.1. The notion of NBC bases. We first would like to remark that there exists a (non-monomial)
basis of k(∆BC(M)) which does not make use of all variables. Let E = {e1, . . . , en} of M and
assume that B = {en−r+1, . . . , en}. For ej ∈ B consider the fundamental cocircuit coc(B, ej) and
the corresponding linear form θej ∈ Θ
B. Since θej = 0 ∈ k(∆BC(M)) it follows that
− a∗jjxj =
∑
ei∈coc(B,ej)
i6=j
a∗jixi. (10)
Since the right-hand side of (10) does only involve variables xi with i ≤ n− r we can substitute all
variables xj ∈ k(∆BC(M)) with n− r + 1 ≤ j ≤ n by linear forms in k[x1, . . . , xn−r].
For each circuit C of M let pC = pC(x1, . . . , xn−r) be the polynomial obtained from
∏
ej∈C
xj after
performing those substitutions. (Recall that we use C to denote C \ {minC}.) We set
J(∆BC(M)) = 〈pC | C is a circuit of M〉.
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The above discussion directly leads to the following result.
Proposition 12. If M is a regular matroid then
I∆BC(M) + (Θ
B) = J(∆BC(M)).
In particular,
k(∆BC(M)) ∼= k[x1, . . . , xn−r]/J(∆BC(M)).
In the following we write Mon(n) for the set of monomials in k[x1, . . . , xn]. It was shown by Macaulay
[Mac27] that a basis of k(∆BC(M)) can be chosen as a lower order ideal of monomials. Recall that
a subset L ⊆ Mon(n) is a lower order ideal if whenever u ∈ L and v ∈ Mon(n) divides u, then also
v ∈ L. Similarly, a subset U ⊆ Mon(n) is an upper order ideal if whenever u ∈ U and v ∈ Mon(n)
is divisible by u then v ∈ U as well. Note, that U is an upper order ideal if and only if Mon(n) \ U
is a lower order ideal. If S ⊆ Mon(n) then the lower and upper order ideals generated by S are
L(S) = {u ∈ Mon(n) | u divides v for some v ∈ S} and
U(S) = {u ∈ Mon(n) | u is divisible by v for some v ∈ S}.
We now construct a special lower order ideal in k(∆BC(M)). As is Section 3.2 we label the fun-
damental circuits of M w.r.t. B with C1, . . . , Cn−r, i.e., Ci = ci(B, ei) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − r. The
remaining circuits of M are labelled with Cn−r+1, . . . , Cm. Following [BS09] we define
dj =
{
j if j ≤ n− r
min{i | ei ∈ coc(B, ej)} if j ≥ n− r + 1.
Further, let
mCi =
{
x
|Ci|
i if i ≤ n− r∏
ej∈Ci
xdj if i ≥ n− r + 1.
The following lemma states how the polynomials pC and mC are related to each other.
Lemma 13. Let C be a circuit of M . Then the monomial mC occurs (up to sign) as a term in the
polynomial pC.
Proof. Let Ci be a circuit ofM . We first consider the case that Ci is a fundamental circuit ofM , i.e.,
i ≤ n− r. In this case mCi = x
|Ci|
i . In addition, substituting with Equation (10) in xCi :=
∏
e∈Ci
xe
gives pCi =
∏
e∈Ci
(−
∑
ej∈coc(B,e)
ej 6=e
a∗e,jxj). Since by Lemma 2 it holds that ei ∈ coc(B, e) for e ∈ Ci
the monomial mCi appears as a term in pCi .
Let now i ≥ n− r + 1. Then, by definition mCi =
∏
ej∈Ci
xdj . Accessorily,
pCi =
∏
ej∈Ci
j≤n−r
xj ·
∏
ej∈Ci
j≥n−r+1
(−
∑
el∈coc(B,ej)
a∗jlxl)
=
∏
ej∈Ci
j≤n−r
xdj ·
∏
ej∈Ci
j≥n−r+1
(−xdj −
∑
el∈coc(B,ej)\{edj }
a∗jlxl).
For the last equality we have used that dj = j for j ≤ n− r and that in the sum
∑
el∈coc(B,ej)
a∗jlxl
there must in particular occur the minimal element of the cocircuit. The claim follows. 
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In view of the above lemma it seems natural to define the following lower order ideal as a candidate
for a monomial basis of k(∆BC(M)). We set
U(M) = U(mC | C circuit of M) and
L(M) = Mon(n) \ U(M). (11)
Note that all definitions made so far depend on the chosen ordering of the ground set E of M as
well as on the chosen basis. This fact is also accounted for by the following definition.
Definition 1. A matroid M on ground set E(M) for which there is an ordering of E(M) such that
L(M) is a basis for k(∆BC(M)) will be referred to as a matroid having a no broken circuit basis or
NBC basis, for short.
Note that in this context the term NBC basis refers to the set of monomials defined in (11) and
not as usual – in the context of matroids – to a basis of a matroid which does not contain a broken
circuit, i.e., to a facet of ∆BC(M). We hope that this ambiguity will not cause any confusion. We
conclude this section with a hint to a future direction of research and a question which in view of
Lemma 13 seems natural to ask.
Question 14. Does there exist a term order  with respect to which the monomials mC are the
standard monomials?
4.2. Deletion and contraction of a matroid. The aim of this section is to show a deletion-
contraction property for the existence of NBC bases. As in the previous section the employed
methods are similar to the ones used in [BS09].
We first recall the definition of the deletion and the contraction of a matroid in an element. Let
M = (E(M), I(M)) be a matroid and let e ∈ E(M). The matroid M \ e = (E(M) \ {e}, I(M \ e)),
where I(M \ e) = {I ∈ I(M) | e /∈ I} is called the deletion of M in e. Let further M/e be the
matroid on ground set E(M) \ {e} whose bases are sets B ⊆ (E(M) \ {e}) such that B ∪ {e} is a
basis of M . The matroid M/e is called the contraction of M in e. If e is neither a loop nor a coloop
the h-polynomials of the NBC complexes of M , M/e and M \ e are related in the following way (see
e.g., [Swa03])
h∆BC(M)(t) = h∆BC(M\e)(t) + h∆BC(M/e)(t).
Since the NBC complexes of M and M \ e are of the same dimension and the one of M/e is of one
dimension less this implies that
h
∆BC(M)
i = h
∆BC(M\e)
i + h
∆BC(M/e)
i−1 (12)
for i ≥ 0. (Here, we set h
∆BC(M/e)
−1 = 0.) Even though from this it seems promising to show the
existence of an NBC basis by induction over the cardinality of E(M) – as Brown and Sagan did for
graphs – we encounter some difficulties. If B is a basis of M and e /∈ B then B \ {e} is a basis of
M \ e but not of M/e. For the contrary if e ∈ B then B \ {e} is a basis of M/e but not of M \ e. In
[BS09] those issues were circumvented by considering only graphs which contain a vertex of degree
2. In the situation of matroids – using the characterization of cocircuits provided by Proposition 3
– the right assumption to meet is to require that the matroid has a cocircuit of cardinality 2.
Before we can state and prove our precise result we need to give a preparatory lemma.
Lemma 15. Let M = (E(M), I(M)) be a matroid and let {e, f} be a cocircuit of M . Then:
(i) A set B ⊆ E(M) with e ∈ B is a basis of M if and only if (B \ {e}) ∪ {f} is a basis of M .
(ii) A set C∗ ⊆ E(M) with e ∈ C∗ and f /∈ C∗ is a cocircuit of M if and only if (C∗ \ {e})∪{f}
is a cocircuit of M .
(iii) If C ⊆ E(M) is a circuit of M then e ∈ C if and only if f ∈ C.
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Proof. We first prove (i). Let B be a basis of M with e ∈ B and let B˜ be another basis of M with
f ∈ B˜. We show the claim by induction on the number of elements in which those two bases differ.
First assume that – except of e and f – B and B˜ have all but one element in common, i.e.,
B = {e1, . . . , es, u, e} and
B˜ = {e1, . . . , es, v, f}
for e1, . . . , es, u, v ∈ E(M). By Lemma 1.2.2 in [Oxl92] there exists an element x ∈ (B \ B˜) = {u, e}
such that (B˜\{v})∪{x} is a basis ofM . If x = u, we obtain (B\{e})∪{f} as a basis and we are done
in this case. If not, a second application of the same Lemma to (B˜ \ {v}) ∪ {e} = {e1, . . . , es, e, f}
implies that we can exchange e by u, thus yielding the desired basis. If B and B˜ differ in a larger
number of elements, we can exchange elements step by step and conclude by induction.
We now show (ii). Let C∗ ⊆ E(M) be a cocircuit of M containing e. By Proposition 3 so as to
show that C˜ = (C∗ \ {e})∪ {f} is a cocircuit of M we need to show that its intersection with every
basis is non-empty. Let B be a basis of M . If f ∈ B we have f ∈ (B ∩ C˜). If not, we have e ∈ B
since {e, f} is a cocircuit of M . (i) now implies that B˜ = (B \ {e}) ∪ {f} is a basis and since C∗
is a cocircuit there exists v ∈ (B˜ ∩ C∗). Since e /∈ B˜ we further have v 6= e and by f /∈ C∗ it also
holds that v 6= f . Thus v ∈ (B \ {e}) and v ∈ (C∗ \ {e}) ( C˜. Hence, v ∈ (C˜ ∩ B). The set C˜ has
to be minimal since otherwise we may apply the arguments just used to a subset of C˜ and thereby
construct a cocircuit of M which is a proper subset of C∗. Hence, we arrive at a contradiction. This
finishes the proof of (ii).
We now prove (iii). Let C ⊆ E(M) be a circuit of M and let e ∈ C. Assume that f /∈ C. By the
minimality of a circuit we know that C \ {e} is an independent set in M which can be extended to
a basis B of M . Since {e, f} is a cocircuit it intersects B non-trivially. Since e ∈ C this means that
we have f ∈ B. (i) now implies that (B \ {f})∪ {e} is a basis of M . Since C ⊆ (B \ {f})∪ {e} this
is a contradiction and the claim follows. 
Given a rank r matroid M = (E(M), I(M)) with a cocircuit {e, f} we fix an ordering e1 < · · · < en
on E such that the last r elements form a basis B. Such an ordering will be called a standard
ordering in the following. Since {e, f} is a cocircuit and as such minimal we may assume that B
does only contain one of e and f , say e. Without loss of generality let the ordering of E(M) be such
that en = e and en−r = f . By definition of the contraction and deletion and by Lemma 15 (i) the
sets (B \ {en}) and (B \ {en})∪ {en−r} are bases of M/e and M \ e, respectively. Thus the induced
orderings e1, . . . , en−1 on M/en and M \ en are standard, as well.
Theorem 16. Let M = (E(M), I(M)) be a regular matroid of rank r with a standard ordering
e1 < · · · < en. Let further {en, en−r} be a cocircuit of M . If k(∆BC(M \ en)) and k(∆BC(M/en))
have NBC bases in their induced standard ordering, then so does k(∆BC(M)).
The proof of the above theorem closely follows the lines of the corresponding result in [BS09] for
graphs. We will therefore only state the differences and emphasize where further arguments are
needed. Even though throughout the proof we will assume that we are working over a field of
characteristic 2 this is not necessary. If the field is of arbitrary characteristic one has to take care of
the signs appearing in the elements of the l.s.o.p. and one needs to check that signings for M \ en
and M/en which are induced by compatible signings of M are compatible. This essentially follows
from Lemma 15.
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Proof. Assume char(k) = 2. We first show that
L(M) = L(M \ en) ·∪xn−rL(M/en). (13)
As soon as this is shown we conclude that
|L(M)| = |L(∆BC(M \ en))|+ |L(∆BC(M/en))|
=
∑
i≥0
h
∆BC(M\en)
i +
∑
i≥0
h
∆BC(M/en)
i
(12)
=
∑
i≥0
h
∆BC(M)
i = dimk k(∆BC(M))
Let B = {en−r+1, . . . , en}, B1 = {en−r, . . . , en−1} and B2 = {en−r+1, . . . , en−1} and let ΘB, ΘB1
and ΘB2 be the l.s.o.p. for ∆BC(M), ∆BC(M \ en) and ∆BC(M/en) defined by (9), respectively.
By Proposition 12 a basis for k(∆BC(M \ en)) can be chosen inside Mon(n− r). First note that the
circuits of M \ en are the circuits of M not containing en. Lemma 15 (iii) implies that those are the
circuits of M not containing en−r. Thus, setting xn−r = 0 in the generators of the Stanley-Reisner
ideal of ∆BC(M) yields the Stanley-Reisner ideal of ∆BC(M \ en).
Now, we consider the fundamental cocircuits of M and M \ en. We claim that for ej ∈ B1 \ {en−r}:
coc(B1, ej) = coc(B, ej) \ {en−r}. (14)
Consider coc(B1, ej) in M \ {en}. Since en−r ∈ B1 it holds that en−r /∈ coc(B1, ej). By [Oxl92,
3.1.17] either coc(B1, ej)∪{en} is a cocircuit ofM or coc(B1, ej) itself is a cocircuit ofM . In the latter
case it directly follows from the uniqueness of a fundamental cocircuit that coc(B, ej) = coc(B1, ej)
and since en−r /∈ coc(B, ej) this shows (14) in this case. If coc(B1, ej) ∪ {en} is a cocircuit of M
Lemma 15 (ii) implies that coc(B1, ej) ∪ {en−r} is a cocircuit of M . Since ej ∈ coc(B1, ej) and
(coc(B1, ej) ∪ {en−r}) ⊆ {e1, . . . , en−r} this cocircuit has to be the fundamental one of M induced
by ej w.r.t. B. This finally shows (14). Thus we get the linear form θej in Θ
B1 corresponding to
coc(B1, ej) by setting xn−r = 0 in the corresponding linear form in Θ
B given by coc(B, ej). It is
straightforward to verify that coc(B1, en−r) = {en−r} = coc(B, en) \ {en} which takes care of the
last cocircuit of M \ e to be considered. Together with the aforementioned relation between the
Stanley-Reisner ideals of ∆BC(M) and ∆BC(M \ en) we get that the generators of J(∆BC(M \ en))
are obtained from those of J(∆BC(M)) by setting xn−r = 0. This implies that the monomials in
U(M \en) and L(M \en) are the monomials in U(M) and L(M), respectively which are not divisible
by xn−r.
Equation (13) follows if we show that the monomials of L(M) which are divisible by xn−r are given
by the monomials in L(M/en) multiplied by xn−r. Proposition 3.1.11 in [Oxl92] states that the
circuits of M/en are the minimal non-empty members of the set
C = {C \ {en} | C ∈ C(M)}. (15)
If C is a circuit of M then C \ {en} ∈ C. If the latter one is minimal in C it is a circuit of M/en. If
not there exists a circuit C˜ ⊆ C \ {en} of M/en. Hence, either C˜ itself or C˜ ∪{en} is a circuit of M .
The former contradicts the minimality of C. So, C˜ ∪ {en} has to be a circuit of M . Again by the
minimality of C it holds that en /∈ C. From Lemma 15 (iii) it follows that en−r ∈ (C˜ ∪ {en}). This
implies en−r ∈ C˜ ( C and by Lemma 15 (iii) we conclude en ∈ C which contradicts our assumption.
Thus we have shown that C is the set of circuits of M/en. Following the proof of Theorem 3.2 in
[BS09] we call the circuits of M containing en (and en−r) and the corresponding ones in M/en type
I circuits whereas circuits of M not containing en (and thus not en−r) and the corresponding ones
in M/en will be referred to as type II circuits.
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We now examine the fundamental cocircuits of M/en and M . We claim that for ej ∈ B2 it holds
that
coc(B2, ej) = coc(B, ej). (16)
Since en /∈ coc(B, ej) it follows from 3.1.17 in [Oxl92] that coc(B, ej) is a cocircuit of M/en. From
ej ∈ coc(B, ej) ⊆ {e1, . . . , en−r} ∪ {ej} = E(M) \ (B2 ∪ {en}) ∪ {ej} we deduce that coc(B, ej) is
the fundamental cocircuit of M/en induced by ej w.r.t. B2 which shows (16).
We use pC and p˜C to denote the generators of J(∆BC(M)) and J(∆BC(M/en)), respectively, and
mC and m˜C to denote the corresponding generators of U(M) and U(M/en), respectively. The same
arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 in [BS09] show that
pC =
{
xn−rp˜C\{en} if C is of type I
p˜C if C is of type II.
Note that we have used for the type I generators that en−r + en ∈ Θ
B. In addition it holds that
mC = xn−rm˜C\{en} if C is of type I and mC = m˜C if C is of type II.
Literally the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 in [BS09] show that xn−rL(M/en)
consists of those monomials in L(G) which are divisible by xn−r.
This concludes the proof of Equation (13). The statement of the theorem follows if one shows that
the monomials is L(M) span the quotient ring k(∆BC(M)). This is done in exactly the same way
as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 in [BS09] and is therefore omitted. 
5. Classes of matroids having an NBC basis
This section is devoted to the study of classes of matroids which admit NBC bases. Let us first
recall the notion of a uniform matroid U(r, n). Let E = {e1, . . . , en} be an n-element set and let(
E
r
)
denote the r-element subsets of E. Then
(
E
r
)
is the set of bases of a matroid U(r, n) and this
one is called the uniform matroid of rank r on an n-element set.
Example 1. Let M = U(n, n) for some n ∈ N. By definition there does not exist any circuit in M ,
i.e., M has no broken circuit and therefore the NBC complex is the (n − 1)-dimensional simplex.
The Stanley-Reisner ring of ∆BC(M) is thus the entire polynomial ring in n variables. And since
each element of [n] is a cocircuit of M the distinguished l.s.o.p. is the set of variables. This implies
that quotient of the Stanley-Reisner ring is just the field and U(n, n) trivially has an NBC basis,
the lower order ideal being just {1}.
Example 2. Let M = U(n − 1, n) for some n ∈ N and let E(M) = [n]. Then, [n] is the only
circuit of M , hence {2, . . . , n} is the only broken circuit and I∆BC(M) = 〈x2 · · · · · xn〉. The NBC
complex is thus the cone over the boundary of an (n − 2)-simplex with apex 1. Furthermore, for
each 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n the set {i, j} is a cocircuit of M . For simplicity we now assume that we are
working over a field of characteristic 2, otherwise we would need to take care of the signs in the
following discussion. If we use {2, . . . , n} as the basis in the construction of the distinguished l.s.o.p.
then Θ = {x1 + xj | 2 ≤ j ≤ n} is the l.s.o.p. and by substituting we have x2 · · · · · xn = x
n−1
1 in
I∆BC(M) ∪ Θ. Thus, the lower order ideal we are looking for is {1, x1, x
2
1, . . . , x
n−2
1 } and since the
h-vector of the broken circuit complex is (1, . . . , 1, 0) it follows that U(n− 1, n) has an NBC basis.
The operation we are primarily concerned with in this section is what is usually referred to as
the parallel connection of two matroids with respect to a basepoint. Let M = (E(M), I(M)),
N = (E(N), I(N)) be two matroids and let p ∈ (E(M) ∩ E(N)). Consider the set
CP = C(M) ∪ C(N) ∪ {(C1 ∪ C2) \ {p} | p ∈ (C1 ∩ C2), C1 ∈ C(M), C2 ∈ C(N)}.
It is straightforward to verify that CP is the set of circuits of a matroid P (M,N ; p), the so-called
parallel connection of M and N w.r.t. the basepoint p. Even though different choices of the basepoint
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in general lead to different matroids we suppress the basepoint from our notation if it is clear which
one is used. Iterating this construction we can define the parallel connection of several (more than
2) matroids. More precisely, if M1, . . . ,Mt are matroids and if p ∈ E(M1)∩ · · · ∩E(Mt) then we set
P1 = M1 and Pi = P (Pi−1,Mi; p) for 2 ≤ i ≤ t and P (M1, . . . ,Mt; p) is referred to as the parallel
connection of M1, . . . ,Mt w.r.t. the basepoint p. The following lemma specifies how the bases of the
parallel connection look like. This is achieved by the following lemma which makes repeated use of
Proposition 7.1.13 (ii) in [Oxl92].
Lemma 17. Let M = P (M1, . . . ,Mt) where M1, . . .Mt are such that E(Mi)∩E(Mj) = {p} for all
i 6= j and assume that p is a loop in none of the Mi. Then B ⊆ E(M1) ∪ · · · ∪ E(Mt) is a basis of
M containing p if and only if B ∩ E(Mi) is a basis of Mi containing p for all i. Furthermore, B is
a basis of M not containing p if and only if for exactly one i, the set B ∩ E(Mi) is a basis of Mi
not containing p and (B ∩ E(Mj)) ∪ {p} is a basis of Mj for all j 6= i.
Proof. We show the claim by induction over the number of components of M . If t = 2 the claim
directly follows from Proposition 7.1.13 (ii) in [Oxl92]. If t ≥ 3 set Pt−1 = P (M1, . . . ,Mt−1). Then
M = P (Pt−1,Mt) and by the base of the induction B is a basis of M containing p if and only if
B∩(E(M1)∪· · ·∪E(Mt−1)) is a basis of Pt−1 containing p and B∩E(Mt) is a basis ofMt containing
p. By the induction hypothesis the former condition is equivalent to p ∈ B ∩E(Mi) being a basis of
Mi for 1 ≤ i ≤ t− 1. The second part follows by a similar reasonning. 
As a direct consequence of Lemma 17 we obtain:
Corollary 18. Let M1, M2 and M3 be matroids with E(Mi) ∩ E(Mj) = {p} for i 6= j. Assume
that p is a loop in none of the Mi. Then the parallel connection of the matroids M1,M2,M3 is
‘associative’, i.e.,
P (M1, P (M2,M3)) = P (P (M1,M2),M3). (17)
We want to show that parallel connections of certain types of matroids possess NBC bases. For this
purpose Theorem 16 will be used which makes it necessary to understand the effect of deletion and
contraction of an element from a parallel connection. This is afforded by the next proposition.
Proposition 19. [Oxl92, Proposition 7.1.15 (v)] Let M = P (M1, . . . ,Mt; p) where M1, . . .Mt are
such that E(Mi) ∩ E(Mj) = {p} for i 6= j. Let e ∈ E(M1) \ p. Then
M \ e = P (M1 \ e,M2, . . . ,Mt) and M/e = P (M1/e,M2, . . . ,Mt).
We are now able to state one of the main results of this section.
Theorem 20. Let Mi = U(ni− 1, ni) and ni ≥ 2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ t. Assume that E(Mi)∩E(Mj) = {p}
for all i 6= j. Then M = P (M1, . . . ,Mt; p) has an NBC basis.
Proof. Throughout the proof we assume that n1 ≤ n2 ≤ · · · ≤ nt. We need to label the n elements
of E(M) so that e1 < e2 < · · · < en is a standard ordering. Note that n =
∑t
i=1 ni − t + 1. We
can obtain a basis for M by removing p and an element (not p) from all but one of the E(Mi). Let
e1 = p. For 2 ≤ i ≤ t+ 1 let ei be an element of E(Mi−1) such that {ei, p} is a cocircuit of Mi−1.
(Note that each 2-element subset of E(Mi) is a cocircuit.) Then we label the remaining elements
en, en−1, . . . , et+2 in any order such that the elements of E(M1) \ {p, e2} come first, the elements of
E(M2) \ {p, e3} next, and so on.
Let us call a matroid of this type a theta matroid and a labelling of this type a theta labelling.
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Note that en is in the first matroid Mi of size at least 3, and so {en, ei+1} is a cocircuit of Mi and
consequently of M . We use double induction on the number of elements n of M and the number of
components of the parallel connection. If t = 1 then M = U(n1−1, n1) and it follows from Example
2 that M has an NBC basis in this case.
Now assume t ≥ 2. We consider the matroid EM/en. From Proposition 19 combined with U(n −
1, n)/e = U((n− 1)− 1, n− 1), see [Oxl92, Example 3.1.0], we deduce that M/en is a theta matroid.
Its labelling is the induced one and thus a theta labelling. Thus, M/en has an NBC basis by the
induction hypothesis.
In general, M \ en is not a theta matroid, but it is a theta matroid with the induced labelling a
theta labelling if we ignore the other elements of Mi. (Each of these is a cocircuit of M \ en and
contributes nothing to k(∆BC(M \en)).) This shows thatM \en has an NBC basis by the induction
hypothesis. The claim now follows from Theorem 16. 
The matroids treated in the above theorem were named theta matroids since they are the matroid
theoretic analogue of theta graphs considered in [BS09].
The only uniform matroids which are regular are those of rank 0 or rank 1 or those of the form
U(n − 1, n) and U(n, n), see e.g., the appendix of [Oxl92]. One could therefore also think about
looking at parallel connections of the latter class. However, as the next example shows, this class
turns out to be uninteresting.
Example 3. Example 1 shows that the matroid U(n, n) has an NBC basis. The parallel connection
of U(n1, n1) and U(n2, n2) has rank n1+n2−1 and since |E(P (U(n1, n1), U(n2, n2)))| = n1+n2−1
it is again a uniform matroid. It therefore has an NBC basis and thus this property is preserved
under taking parallel connections in this case. However, it does not enrich the class of matroids with
this property since it acts trivially on this type of uniform matroids.
Having investigated parallel connections of matroids w.r.t. one basepoint one might want to look
at parallel connections w.r.t. several basepoints. If M1, . . . ,Mt are matroids and pi ∈ E(Mi) ∩
E(Mi+1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ t − 1 we set P1 = M1 and Pi = P (Pi−1,Mi; pi−1) for 2 ≤ i ≤ t. We
write P (M1, . . . ,Mt; p1, . . . , pt−1) for Pt and call this the parallel connection of M1, . . . ,Mt w.r.t.
p1, . . . , pt.
Theorem 21. Let Mi = U(ni − 1, ni) and ni ≥ 2 for i ∈ {1, . . . , t}. Assume E(Mi) ∩ E(Mi+1) =
{pi+1} for 1 ≤ i ≤ t − 1 and pi 6= pj for i 6= j. Then M = P (M1, . . . ,Mt; p2, . . . , pt) has an NBC
basis.
Proof. As in Theorem 20 we first need to introduce a labelling of E(M) that is a standard ordering.
First choose an element et ∈ E(M1) with et 6= p2. Further set ei = pt+1−i for 1 ≤ i ≤ t− 1. Label
the remaining elements of E(M) by et+1, et+2, . . . , en where the missing elements of E(Mt) come
first, those of E(Mt−1) next and those of E(M1) last. We call a parallel connection of uniform
matroids U(ni − 1, ni) with the introduced labelling a phi matroid with phi labelling. We proceed
by induction over the cardinality of the ground set E(M) and the number of components of M .
The cases t = 1 and t = 2 directly follow from Theorem 20. For the induction step note that if
we assume n1 ≤ n2 ≤ · · · ≤ nt we have en ∈ Mi for the first matroid of size 3 again. The claim
then follows using arguments similar to those in the proof of Theorem 20 and by the application of
Theorem 16. 
Although the last two results give examples of classes of regular matroids which possess NBC bases
it would be interesting to know if there exist other classes of matroids which do have this property.
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Brown and Sagan [BS09] conjectured that all graphic matroids possess an NBC basis. However, this
would not be a complete characterization of matroids having this property since there are examples
of matroids which are not graphic but have an NBC basis.
Example 4. The dual matroid M∗(K3,3) of the graphic matroid corresponding to the complete
bipartite graph K3,3 is regular as well as cographic (i.e., its dual is graphic) but not graphic. A
representation (over any field) for M(K3,3) is given by the vertex-edge incidence matrix of K3,3:
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
 .
Following [Oxl92] we derive a representation for the dual matroid M∗(K3,3)
1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
 .
Reordering the columns of the above representation yields a standard ordering for M∗(K3,3) (i.e.,
the last five columns are a basis)
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
 .
Using this ordering we get the following set of NBC monomials
L(M∗(K3,3)) = {1, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x
2
1, x1x2, x1x4, x
2
2, x2x3, x2x5, x3x4, x3x5, x4x5,
x21x2, x
2
1x4, x
2
2x3, x
2
2x5, x3x4x5}
Using a computer algebra system e.g., Macaulay2, [GS] it can be verified that this set is indeed a
basis for the quotient k(∆BC(M
∗(K3,3))).
Even though we have just stated an example of a regular but not graphic matroid which possesses
an NBC basis – as the following example shows – this cannot be expected to be true for all regular
matroids.
Example 5. An example of a regular matroid which is neither graphic nor cographic is R10 which
can be represented by the matrix
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1

over any field. This is a matroid of rank five on the edge set E(R10) of ten elements which has 162
bases. Thus there are 162 · 5! · (10 − 5)! = 2.332.800 standard orderings of the edge set E(R10).
Computer calculations using Sage [S+09] show that none of these orderings gives an NBC basis.
The above examples suggests the following extension of the conjecture in [BS09].
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Conjecture 22. Let M be a matroid on ground set E(M). If M is graphic or cographic there exists
a standard ordering of E(M) such than ∆BC(M) has an NBC basis.
It could be further interesting – not only for its own right – but also in order to identify classes of
matroids which have NBC bases to find constructions and operations on matroids which preserve
the property of having an NBC basis. For example one could look at arbitrary parallel and series
connections. Even though such a statement is maybe not possible in general it seems worth studying
if anything can be said about minors of matroids imposing some restrictions.
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